Requests for aid to Hungary: Lend, Alice P.
In reply please refer to: 414

Dear Miss Read:

Thank you for your letter of March 31, 1944, suggesting a method by which refuge might be given to the Jewish refugees in Hungary.

The interest which you have expressed in the problems confronting the Board is deeply appreciated. I assure you that everything in our power will be done to see that effective action is taken to carry out the policy of this Government to save the victims of enemy oppression who are in imminent danger of death.

Very truly yours,

J. W. Pehle
Executive Director

Miss Alice F. Read,
2124 St. Paul Street,
Baltimore 18, Maryland.
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2124 St. Paul St.
Baltimore
Ind.
March 31st

Mr. John W. Ashley:
Secretary S.C.P.
Washington, D.C.

Dear Sir:

I feel terribly dis

troubled over the evasion

of Starophis in the fac

in Hungary.
from Hungary who are now in danger of extermination and whom we cannot reach by sea?

It would seem to me that this way is feasible unless Congress delays too long about lifting one

part.

Yours sincerely,

Alice P. Read.